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A Message from the President
Greetings from Japan. Regional Environmental Planning Inc. was established in 1981
as a research and consulting company on issues concerning natural environment.
Since then, based on our companyʼ s mission statement of “building communities
living in harmony with all living beings,” we have been focusing on researching and
studying animals and plants, environmental education and environmental restoration.
In addition, we started marketing GIS software and analyzing ecological data based on
GIS in 1999, as we realized the great potential of GIS technology.
It is needless to say that in order to maintain and preserve a healthy regional and
global environment, we need to not only use natural science, but also take other
approaches based on engineering, education, economics, philosophy, etc. Therefore,
while continuing to give our ﬁrst priority to enhance our specialty and techniques in
the areas where our expertise lies, we will also strive to make our practice broad based
and contribute in more aspects.
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Products and Services
Environmental Assessment
・Animals, plants and ecosystem survey
・Assessment of environmental impact from development projects
・Examination of mitigation techniques
・Post-development monitoring

Ecosystem Technology
・Ecosystem survey and analysis
・Research, planning and design for natural environment restoration
・Research and study on conservation and restoration measures for the environment and
habitat of wildlife
・Development planning of environmentally friendly roads and rivers

Wildlife Research and Consulting
・Cataloguing animals and plants for a designated region
・Conducting census on river environments( national project )
( e.g. benthic communities, birds, amphibians/reptiles, ﬁsh, insects, plants, land use and
recreational space utilization, etc. )
・Ecological surveys on rare and endangered species

Environmental Education
・Planning and administering environmental learning programs
・Producing brochures and exhibits useful for environmental education and environmental
conservation activities

GIS Related Services
・Mapping habitats of animals and plants using GIS and GPS
・Spatial analysis on habitats of animals and plants
・Analysis on satellite images

GIS Software Marketing and Support
・Marketing ESRI and ERDASʼ software
・GIS technical support

EC site
・Wildlife damage countermeasure goods : https://www.choujuhigai.com/
・Outdoor crime prevention goods : https://ﬁeld-saver.com/

Hokkaido branch

O f f ice Locations
・Tokyo head oﬃce
・Hokkaido branch
・Tohoku branch
・Nagoya branch
・Osaka branch
・Fukuyama oﬃce
・Kyushu branch
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